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agreements

Welcome to Canada SCORES! Let's agree on TLC!

teamwork
I will help my team be the best we can be
I will make sure that everyone is respected and included
I will support my team in the classroom and on the field
I will always be there for my team and play fair

leadership
I will encourage my team to try their best
I will help my teammates when they fall down or make mistakes
I will be kind, respectful and listen to my coach and my teammates

commitment
I will be there for all writing and soccer sessions and I will let
my coach know if I will be away
I will try my best in both soccer and writing sessions

I,________________understand and will follow the SCORES agreements.
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my goals
What do you want to achieve this year with Canada SCORES?

soccer
I want to___________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

poetry
I want to___________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

community
I want to help my community by:
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
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what is poetry?
Poetry is a type of artistic writing that expresses feelings.
It excites the reader's imagination and emotions.
A poet does this by
making words
dance
on the page
with rhythm
with imaginative words
with line breaks
There are styles and tricks that can give your poem life like:
Similes
Metaphors
Rhyme & Rhythm
Personification
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who am i?

You are one of a kind and special. How do you see yourself?
Draw your self-portrait below.

Art
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who am i?
1.) What makes you unique? What special qualities or traits do you have?
(eg. honest, caring, funny, athletic, creative, empathetic, friendly)
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
2.) What do you believe in? (eg. respecting others, supporting your family, being
honest, trying your best, being anti-racist etc.) What are you proud of?
(eg. good grades, your heritage or family, winning a championship etc.)
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
3.) Turn to a friend, coach or teacher and ask them to describe you.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

brainstorm
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who am I?
Let's read some poems.

You Matter

All About Me

By: Deston, Grade 5 - Burnaby
Why do I matter?
What a funny question
Because I was just thinking about it
Well everybody is unique
Why I matter is because everybody is an equal
We just speak a different language
Or have a different skin colour
But think of it
We're all human
We're all the same
We don't think alike
Doesn't mean we can't be friends

By: Raul, Grade 5 - New Westminster
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

matter because...
feel liked by my friends and loved by my family
matter because...
have golden hair, blue-green eyes and a great heart
matter because...
play with my friends and I like to be silly
matter because...
am always kind, a good listener, and funny

poetry
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who am I?
Fill in the blanks with words that show who you are.
Create your own lines at the bottom and/or write your own poem on the back.

Title:______________________________
I am ___________________________________________________________
I am good at___________________________________________________
I like to play____________________________________________________
I believe that___________________________________________________
I feel strong when I____________________________________________
I feel powerful when I _________________________________________
I am proud of__________________________________________________
I matter because______________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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my roots
Where are you and your family from?
What kind of things makes your family different from others?
Draw your family and/or things that represent your roots!
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my roots
What do your roots look like?

Personification is when things are given human qualities.
For example: The breeze kissed my cheek. When I got home from school my dog
smiled at me. The blanket wrapped its arms around me. Rays of sunshine danced
through the trees
Use personification to describe what your roots look like.

My family____________________________________________________________
My culture___________________________________________________________
My heritage__________________________________________________________
My roots_____________________________________________________________
I______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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my roots
Let's read some poems.

The Switch
By: Ali Grade 5 - Burnaby
2019 Red Carpet Poetry Slam Winner
I'm from a bright and colourful place
Where I like to put a smile on every face
Life is full of happiness and love
I'm from a great family
Where our home is filled with love
Through hugs and making delicious food
I'm also from a very dark place
far away
Where I see war going on and on
and I see people dying one by one
I'm from Canada, a happy place now
Where I feel safe, for once in my life

Where I'm From

By: Josh, Grade 4 - New Westminster
I am from my mothers womb.
That I was born in a freedom country.
No war, just peace.
I am from a shadowy place,
a place of danger and violence.
I am glad I'm here.
I am from Canada.
I am from Peru.

Where I'm From

By: Alex, Grade 4 - New Westminster
I am from Ukraine.
Where I feel free.
I am from a land of peace and
freedom
Where I can spend time with my
family.
I'm from Ukraine.

poetry
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my roots

Fill in the blanks about your roots.
Create your own lines at the bottom and/or write your own poem on the back.

Title:______________________________
My family comes from________________________________________
Where_________________________________________________________
I am proud of____________________because_____________________
My family has taught me______________________________________
This makes me feel____________________________________________
In my family we_______________________________________________
Which_________________________________________________________
I am from_____________________________________________________
Where I can____________________________________________________
I am proud to be______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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leadership
What does it mean to be a leader? Are superheroes leaders? What makes you a superhero leader?
Draw yourself as a superhero leader below.
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leadership
Complete the acrostic poem below

l eads by example
e ffective communicator
always encouraging others to try their best
d edicated and responsible
e ______________________________________________________
r ______________________________________________________
s ______________________________________________________
h ______________________________________________________
i ______________________________________________________
p ______________________________________________________

brainstorm
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leadership

Let's read some poems about Leadership.

A Leader is You
A leader is you, a leader is kind,
A leader is someone who leads from behind,
A leader is you, a leader is wise,
A leader is someone we do not despise.
A leader is you, a leader is great,
A leader is someone we appreciate,
A leader is you, a leader is fun,
A leader is someone we do not shun.
A leader is you, a leader is nice,
A leader is someone who gives good advice,
A leader is you, a leader is weird,
A leader is someone we do not fear.
A leader is you, a leader is me,
A leader is someone who we can believe,
A leader is you, a leader is me,
A leader is someone anyone can be.
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leadership

Fill in the blanks to write a poem about being a leader.
Create your own lines at the bottom and/or write your own poem on the back.

Title:________________________________
Being a leader means____________________________________________
I am a leader when ______________________________________________
It is important to be a leader because___________________________
When I lead I feel_________________________________________________
Without leaders my team would_________________________________
Leading is powerful because_____________________________________
You can be a leader by___________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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Failing forward

Failing and falling is just fine. It is important to fall forward.
This means when we fail, we get up and we keep going - we try again.
Create a comic or draw what falling forward looks like.
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Failing forward

Think of a time when you failed at something that you now know how to do.
How did you learn from your mistakes?
eg. riding a bike, tying shoelaces, math equations, reading, spelling, dribbling a soccer ball

Perseverance is the persistence or continued effort of trying
something no matter how difficult it is to do.
What is something you persevered to accomplish?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
What did you have to do to get there?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
How does it feel to achieve something that wasn't easy?
Why does it feel so good?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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failing forward
Let's read some poems.

Good Timber
By: Douglas Malloch
The tree that never had to fight
For sun and sky and air and light,
But stood out in the open plain
And always got its share of rain,
Never became a forest king
But lived and died a scrubby thing.
Good timber does not grow with ease,
The stronger wind, the stronger trees,
The further sky, the greater length,
The more the storm, the more the strength.
By sun and cold, by rain and snow,
In trees and men good timbers grow.
Where thickest lies the forest growth
We find the patriarchs of both.
And they hold counsel with the stars
Whose broken branches show the scars
Of many winds and much of strife.
This is the common law of life.

Dream Again
By: Patience Strong
When your dreams have failed you Dream again...
When you think you're beaten Dream again...
Failure cannot break your heart Life's a game, so play your part Dare to make another start.
Dream again...
Next time you'll be stronger - wiser too Think of all the things you're meant to do Keep the glory of the goal in view and dream again...
Do not heed the world, its taunts and jeers Lift your eyes and face the coming years All great things are bought with human tears So dream again.

poetry
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failing forward
Fill in the blanks to write a poem about what it means to fail forward.
Create your own lines at the bottom and/or write your own poem on the back.

Title:___________________________
Failing forward means____________________________________________
When we fail, we need to_________________________________________
If we give up when we fail, we____________________________________
It is important to fail forward because____________________________
When I fail I ______________________________________________________
I learn the most when I___________________________________________
I will never give up because______________________________________
When I try again I feel____________________________________________
Failing forward is_________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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grateful

Who or what are you thankful for in your life?
How can you show that you are grateful?
Draw the people and things in your life that you are thankful for.

Art
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grateful

Who or what are you thankful for in your life?
How can you show that you are grateful?.

Rhyme is repetition of similar sounds. It is words that sound the same or similar in
their endings. For example: Cat; Hat. Word; Third. Friend; Send. Rhyme; Slime.
Rhythm is the flow and beat of a poem. It uses repetition of long and short
sounds and stressed and unstressed syllables. For example:
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall (dada dada dadadada)
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall (dada dada dadadada)
Using rhyme and rhythm, write things you are thankful for.

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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grateful

Let's read some poems about being grateful.

Thanks

Thanks

By: Yumna, Grade 4 - Burnaby

By: Joshua, Grade 4 - New Westminster

Dear Mom
Thank you for being there for me
You always support me through everything
I appreciate you providing for me
I feel lucky because you are like no other mom
I want you to always be happy
I remember when we went shopping together
You make me jump for joy when you make me laugh
When I listen to your voice, it makes me smile
I hope you are always healthy
You make me feel good when you appreciate me

Dear family
This is a poem of gratitude
Thank you for protecting me
For me to live with you is like
living in between rainbows and the stars
Thank you for being kind to me and my friends
and accepting who I am
Please have patience and I will thank you
Your kindness has impacted me a lot
All I can say is "THANKS"

poetry
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grateful
Fill in the blanks to write a poem about who or what you are grateful for.
Create your own lines at the bottom and/or write your own poem on the back.

Title: ______________________
Dear ________________________________________________________
Thank you for_______________________________________________
You always _________________________________________________
I appreciate ________________________________________________
I feel lucky because ________________________________________
I want______________________________________________________
I remember when__________________________________________
You make me proud when__________________________________
When I _____________________________________________________
I hope _____________________________________________________
You make me feel good when______________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

poetry
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colour my emotions

Take a look at the feelings wheel. What colour are your feelings?
What colour is happiness, love, or excitement for you?
Draw and colour your feelings beside the feelings wheel.

Art
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colour my Emotions

Choose feelings from the feelings wheel and write about them below.

A simile compares two things using 'like' or 'as'.
For example: Their eyes sparkle like diamonds. It was cold like ice and dark as
night. His heart beat like a drum. She was as fast as a cheetah.
Comparing colours to something else, use a simile to describe your emotions.

I feel_____________when____________________________________________________.
The colour of this feeling is _________like___________________________________.
I feel_____________when____________________________________________________.
The colour of this feeling is _________like___________________________________.
I feel_____________when____________________________________________________.
The colour of this feeling is _________like___________________________________.

brainstorm
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colour my emotions
Let's read some poems.

Colour of My Feelings

By: Josh, Grade 4 - New Westminster
Mad: Mad is red, it is sour like lemons I can't stand it.
Happy: Green is the colour of happiness.
It is as green as grapes and tastes sweet.
Sad: Blue, sad, blue, sad.
Blue feels wet and drowsy...tastes like poison in my mouth.
Excited/joy: Yellow is joy and excitement bright as the sun
and bold like the stars and unique like the moon.

Colour of My Feelings

By: Angelia, Grade 5 - New Westminster
I feel excited.
The colour of this feeling is yellow
Like the warm beams of the sun.
It tastes like sweet and and crisp bananas and
It smells like the fresh wonderful flowers in the spring.
When it is very bright it is as bright as the sun.
It feels like soft rays touching my skin
At the park as I run through it on a nice day.
It sounds like birds and laughter swirling all around me.
When I smile I can sense the gather of excitement
running through me.
I feel excited.
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colour my emotions

Fill in the blanks to write a poem about the colour of your feelings.
Create your own lines at the bottom and/or write your own poem on the back.

Title:__________________
I feel______________________________________________________________
The colour of this emotion is ______________________________________
Like ______________________________________________________________
It tastes like ______________________________________________________
It smells like______________________________________________________
When it __________________________________________________________
It feels like _______________________________________________________
At the_____________________________________________________________
It sounds like_____________________________________________________
When ____________________________________________________________
I feel______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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diversity and inclusion
What does it look like to be diverse?
How can you be inclusive to someone who isn't your friend?
Draw how people can be inclusive of diversity below.

Art
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diversity and inclusion
What does it look like to be diverse?
How can you be inclusive to someone who isn't your friend?

A metaphor compares something directly to something else with similar
characteristics, usually to create an image.
For example: You have a heart of gold. The hallway was a zoo. I am a night owl.
Use metaphors to describe what being inclusive of diversity looks like.

Diversity is____________________________________________________________
Inclusion is___________________________________________________________
Acceptance is________________________________________________________
Love is_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

brainstorm
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diversity and inclusion
Let's read some poems!

Allyship

By: Joshua Grade 4 - New Westminster

Are you an Ally?
Being a friend is like being an ally
By: Nahla, Grade 5 - New Westminster
Allies help each other like 2 brothers playing
Allies talk and play like baby wolves
Are you an ally? What does that question mean?
When I fall down, my ally helps me up
Well, being an ally means being a friend.
And when he falls down, I help him up
It's really important.
When I see him getting bullied to a crisp
Our beliefs, interests and cultures make us all different.
I help him
We are all as unique as unicorns and vultures.
And when he sees me get bullied to a crisp
We hope our differences don't break us apart,
He helps me
we can make the world a better place
We can both conquer the world as allies
by loving each other with all our hearts.
I hope the whole world has an ally to count on
Now do you understand allyship?
I really hope you do.
Now I'll ask you this question again:
Are you an ally? I hope you think this question through.
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Diversity and inclusion
Fill in the blanks to write a poem about how you can embrace diversity and inclusion.
Create your own lines at the bottom and/or write your own poem on the back.

Title:______________________________
Being diverse means_______________________________________________________
Our________________,__________________and_______________make us different.
Being inclusive means_____________________________________________________
Inclusion is important because____________________________________________
We are all__________________________________________________________________
We hope___________________________________________________________________
We can make the world a better place by________________________________
(Ask the reader a question)_______________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

poetry
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create your own poem

Choose your own topic to write about.
For example: Friendship, We Matter, Pollution, Best Part of Me, My Dreams, I am Brave etc.
Draw a picture to go with your poem.

art
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create your own poem

Choose your own topic to write about.
For example: Friendship, We Matter, Pollution, Best Part of Me, My Dreams, I am Brave etc.
Write your thoughts below.

Topic:____________________
Why is this topic important to me?________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
What do I want the audience to know?____________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
How can I bring my poem to life? Hint*Use Poetry Toolbox*
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Brainstorm
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Create your own poem
Let's read some poems.

The World is Watching!
By: Kate Williams
Why waste half your dinner?
Why discard your tea?
Why throw anything away
just because it's free?
Why leave taps to run on?
Why leave on the light?
Why grab all our kind Earth gives?
It's just not polite!
Why tramp over flowers?
Why pull leaves off trees?
Why leave litter on the beach
to clutter up the seas?
I wouldn't tease our world,
or be too impolite.
If it sees you trash it's treats,
it may turn round and bite.

Friendship
By Sophie, Grade 5 - New Westminster
My dearest friend you make me happy on the saddest of days.
You will always be my best friend.
I will always remember how we played
and danced like crazy together.
I love you. You do things without a care in the world.
You don't care what anyone thinks of you.
You are a great friend because you treat me like a sister.
We are stronger together because
together we can do anything.
When we are together I feel emotions I can't explain.
You can always count on me to be there for you.

poetry
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Create your own poem

Choose your own topic to write about.
For example: Friendship, We Matter, Pollution, Best Part of Me, My Dreams, I am Brave etc.
Use poetic devices from the Poetry Toolbox to bring your poem to life.

Title:________________________
__________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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poetry toolbox
Use similes to compare something by using “like” or “as."
I run like a flash of lightning.
she's as sweet as an angel
use metaphors to compare something using the verb “to be”.
I am lightning fast.
she is an angel.
write how things feel, smell, sound, taste, or look like.
His face turned red, as red as a blood-red apple.
the darkness felt cold and tasted bitter
Personification is when you give something human characteristics.
The sun smiled on the angry clouds.
The rain danced on the rooftop
Use hyperbole for exaggeration.
when my dog wags her tail it causes a hurricane.
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poetry toolbox
Express your emotions and describe strong feelings.
Use humour to make your writing fun and funny.
Add lots of details and description to bring words to life.
Line breaks are when
you write
on the next line
to change the rhythm.
Add rhymes for playful sounds.
I start to think, then I sink, into the paper, like I was ink.
Repeat words or sentences to add style.
Alliteration uses the same first letter or sound many times.
The bug bit the beetle but the beetle bit back.
Use Onomatopoeia to bring sounds to life.
Buzz, honk, crash, ding!
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